Impact of substrate etching on plasmonic elements and metamaterials: preventing red shift and improving refractive index sensitivity.
We propose and demonstrate the elimination of substrate influence on plasmon resonance by using selective and isotropic etching of substrates. Preventing the red shift of the resonance due to substrates and improving refractive index sensitivity were experimentally demonstrated by using plasmonic nanostructures fabricated on silicon substrates. Applying substrate etching decreases the effective refractive index around the metal nanostructures, resulting in elimination of the red shift. Improvement of sensitivity to the refractive index environment was demonstrated by using plasmonic metamaterials with Fano resonance based on far field interference. Change in quality factors (Q-factors) of the Fano resonance by substrate etching was also investigated in detail. The presence of a closely positioned substrate distorts the electric field distribution and degrades the Q-factors. Substrate etching dramatically increased the refractive index sensitivity reaching to 1532 nm/RIU since the electric fields under the nanostructures became accessible through substrate etching. The FOM was improved compared to the case without the substrate etching. The method presented in this paper is applicable to a variety of plasmonic structures to eliminate the influence of substrates for realizing high performance plasmonic devices.